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L.V. COUNTRY LINE DANCERS
FEBRUARY 2021 UPDATE

WE ARE UP AND RUNNING...YEEHAA
Well the first three weeks have gone past already and our classes have returned full
force. So very nice to see. New Venues have worked really well and have been well
received. We are able to social distance quite easily in the bigger halls, which, during
our current circumstances is a must and most likely will continue for quite some time.
I have been at a bit of a quandary as to how to run our socials. We still currently have
our 50 person rule which sometimes I could be over and sometime under ?? But with
those who come to my socials would remember I have lots of split floors to make sure
everyone is up dancing and the floor can get quite hectic and certainly wouldn’t be
social distanced. I don’t want to run a social where half a group will be constantly sitting
and not dancing ….or numbers might be too high and we turn students away.
SO…..THIS IS HOW THIS YEAR WILL RUN
Socials will start at 10.00 a.m.—12.30 p.m. GENTLE SOCIAL
1.00 p.m.—5.00 p.m. EASY INT / INTERMEDIATE SOCIAL
I know this means some have to get up earlier or stay later but this also means
I dance 2 hours longer.
This way one group come in during the morning and then the other group come in
during the afternoon. There will be no split floors.

I may have some that would like to do some of the morning and some of the afternoon
and I think this will be fine as I feel most will chose to do either one or the other.
There will be no reusing of the tables during the day and I am thinking I may set them up
a little differently but will play with this to see what works best. Also there will be no
supper breaks so you will have to bring your own nibblies for YOU only...not to share.
The other thing I have decided is that the socials will be for my own students ONLY…
with the exception of our Bairnsdale girls and also Sue Lukes students. Doing it this way
I feel confident I can quite easily keep control of our numbers and ensure social
distancing on the floor.
Our first social is not til March 14th and I will do bookings for this just to give me an idea
of the numbers coming.
I would much sooner have all my groups together but feel by doing it this way this year
will keep us way under our numbers, keep everyone safe and still ensure plenty of
dancing. The other news on our socials is that now we are using the Memorial Hall in
Heyfield, we will be looking at running some Gentle Socials out that way, maybe every
second or third month….but watch this space on those ones :)
Thank you for your support everyone...A few adjustments means we can keep dancing ;)
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CLASS COVID 19
PLAN
From the front door through the class
Please wear your mask into the hall and onto the floor, and also
during breaks
 If you have been on holidays interstate or in hotspots, please refrain
from classes for 2 weeks
 If you are feeling unwell, please do not attend class
 We have been issued our own QRCode from the Government for
Contact Tracing. This code can be scanned with your iphone on
entry. If you don’t have an iphone you can download the app via
go.vic.gov.au/check-in. The government only require your first
name and phone number and this data is deleted after 28 days. I
will also have my sign in books, so if I am contacted I will contact
my students immediately.
 Please make sure you keep your distance when signing in
 Remember to bring your mask/pen and correct money. We want to
eliminate multiple handling of items
 Air Hugs ONLY….SORRY ☹
 Those classes who stop for tea breaks, there will be no coffee/tea/
biscuits. Please bring your own water/thermos and nibblies
 There will be sanitiser / wipes placed around our dance
area…...please use
 Please maintain the correct distance from each other while dancing


By keeping yourself safe, you are keeping those around you safe.
The responsibility lies with each and everyone of us to do the right
thing.

Linda Pink L.V. Country Line Dancers
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MARCH 14TH
APRIL 11TH
MAY 2ND
JUNE 13TH
JULY 11TH
AUGUST 15TH
SEPTEMBER 12TH
SEPTEMBER 26TH

OCTOBER 10TH
NOVEMBER 14TH
DAYS OF HOPE
DECEMBER 10TH
GENTLE CHRISTMAS BREAKUP

DECEMBER 12TH
CHRISTMAS SOCIAL
DECEMBER 15TH
EASY INT CHRISTMAS BREAKUP
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This week we start our brand new Raw Beginners Classes in another new
venue. “Ronald Reserve Hall” in Vary Street Morwell. Monday the 8th of
February, Class 1 9.30—10.30 and Class 2 11.00—Midday. The number of
students in these classes are capped at 15 so bookings will be essential. The
other new class is at our Newborough Public Hall commencing 5th February
starting at 9.00 a.m. to 10.00 a.m. Numbers in this hall is capped at 50.
Bookings have already started to come in so looking forward to our newbies
joining our group.

RAW BEGINNERS 9.30 A.M—10.30 A.M. $5
RAW BEGINNERS 11.00 A.M—MIDDAY $5
BOTH CLASSES ARE CAPPED AT 15 STUDENTS

EASY INT / INTERMEDIATE 9.30 A.M—12.30 P.M. $10
GENTLE IMPROVERS 12.45 P.M.—2.00 P.M. $5

EASY INT / INTERMEDIATE + 9.30 A.M.—1.00 P.M. $10
NO NIGHT CLASS AT THE MOMENT

GENTLE IMP/IMPOVERS/EASY 10.30 A.M.—12.00 MIDDAY
EASY INTERMEDIATE 12.30 P.M.—1.30 P.M.
1 CLASS $5 2 CLASSES $10

RAW BEGINNERS 9.00 A.M.—10.00 A.M.
GENTLE IMPROVERS 10.15 A.M—10.45 A.M.
IMPROVERS 10.45 A.M.—11.45 A.M.
1 CLASS $5 2 CLASSES $7 3 CLASSES $10
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Wanting Jazz Ballet Shoes
Click onto our Website
www.lvbootscooters.com
And go to our Links Section

Here you find a link to Ellis Bella
$60 a pair includes postage

OUR FIRST 2021 SOCIAL
MARCH 14TH $12
NEWBOROUGH PUBLIC HALL
STUDENTS ONLY
GENTLE SOCIAL 10 A.M.—12.30 P.M
(Set program)
EASY INT/INTERMEDIATE 1.00 P.M.—5.00 P.M
(Program and Requests)
PLEASE NOTE: NO SUPPER
PLEASE BRING YOUR OWN NIBBLIES AND DRINKS
(FOR YOU ONLY)
Covid Rules Apply—Please remember to mask up
BOOKINGS ESSENTIAL
Linda 0438275327
ldpink@bigpond.net.au
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NEVER MISS A CHANCE TO DANCE
LIKE US ON FACEBOOK
W E B S IT E
LVBOOTSCOOTERS. COM

